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ABSTRACT: Horizontally dispersing gravity waves with horizontal wavelengths of 30–40 km were observed at meso-

spheric altitudes over Auckland Island by the airborne advanced mesospheric temperature mapper during a Deep

Propagating Gravity Wave Experiment (DEEPWAVE) research flight on 14 July 2014. A 3D nonlinear compressible

model is used to determine which propagation conditions enabled gravity wave penetration into the mesosphere and how

the resulting instability characteristics led to widespread momentum deposition. Results indicate that linear tunneling

through the polar night jet enabled quick gravity wave propagation from the surface up to the mesopause, while subsequent

instability processes reveal large rolls that formed in the negative shear above the jet maximum and led to significant

momentum deposition as they descended. This study suggests that gravity wave tunneling is a viable source for this case and

other deep propagation events reaching the mesosphere and lower thermosphere.
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1. Introduction

Large-amplitude gravity wave oscillations were observed

directly above and in the lee of the SouthernOcean’sAuckland

Island (50.88S, 166.18E) within the mesospheric airglow and

sodium layers at ;78–83 km altitudes during research flight

RF23 of the Deep Propagating Gravity Wave Experiment

(DEEPWAVE) (Fritts et al. 2016; Pautet et al. 2016).

Remarkable for these altitudes, the gravity wave phase

lines spread horizontally in a pattern common to the lower

troposphere (Gjevik and Marthinsen 1978; Sharman and

Wurtele 1983; Mitchell et al. 1990): they resemble trans-

verse phase lines of trapped mountain waves in the lee of

three-dimensional obstacles (Smith 1989; Sharman and

Wurtele 2004), suggesting that the observed mesospheric

temperature perturbations originated from the flow across

Auckland Island. This hypothesis was supported by the

sustained appearance of the observed gravity waves in the

hydroxyl (OH) brightness and retrieved temperature per-

turbations from the Advanced Mesospheric Temperature

Mapper (AMTM), which remained stationary for several

hours (Pautet et al. 2016). Simultaneous lidar measure-

ments of sodium mixing ratios in the mesosphere and lower

thermosphere (MLT) indicate peak gravity wave ampli-

tudes of ’610 K at z ’ 83 km and lx ’ 40 km. Later flight

legs show strong indications of gravity wave breaking, with

apparent vortex ring formation and momentum fluxes es-

timated over 320 m2 s22 (Pautet et al. 2016).

Eckermann et al. (2016) investigated how these orographic

gravity waves could reach theMLTwith relatively small, linear

amplitudes. They reproduced key aspects of the observedMLT

wave field by applying a three-dimensional Fourier ray model

constrained by high-altitude reanalysis data from the Navy

Global EnvironmentalModel (NAVGEM) (Hogan et al. 2014;

Eckermann et al. 2018). Because their Fourier ray model could

not account for nonlinear dynamics, the momentum flux and

resulting gravity wave drag (GWD)were estimated from linear

saturation theory and found to agree quantitatively with estimates

from Pautet et al. (2016). A follow-on study by Broutman et al.

(2017) computed stationary phase solutions from the same

Fourier model, finding that nonhydrostatic gravity wavemodes

spread over a larger geographical region than the hydrostatic

modes closer to Auckland Island. The reduced intrinsic phase

speed of the hydrostatic waves allowed stronger horizontal

advection of the wavenumber vector, producing an extended

lee wave response similar to horizontal propagation over South

Georgia Island simulated by Vosper (2015).

Eckermann et al. (2016) concluded that the gravity waves

observed in theMLT were comprised of linear, nonhydrostatic

gravity wave modes that remained stable up to ;70–80 km

altitudes and reached the MLT in 1.5–4 h. The authors iden-

tified three stabilizing dynamical effects in their Fourier solu-

tions that reduce the amplitude and keep the waves linear up to

the MLT: (i) refraction by background winds, (ii) horizontal

spreading of the wave field, and (iii) erosion of specific har-

monics with intrinsic frequencies (vi) that experience direc-

tional critical levels (vi / 0) and turning levels (vi / N),

whereN is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency. Some of these modes
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removed at turning levels can exhibit partial transmission by

tunneling, where gravity waves penetrate through a local ev-

anescent (vi $ N) region instead of fully reflecting. Broutman

et al. (2009) demonstrated that the Fourier ray model can es-

timate the transmission of tunneling modes through linear in-

terpolation over the evanescent region. However, Eckermann

et al. (2016) did not include these tunneling transmission esti-

mates, truncating the spectra to completely remove all eva-

nescent modes at each turning level.

The evanescent modes removed from this analysis correspond

to high-frequency, short-horizontal-wavelength (lx & 30 km)

components known as ‘‘roughness modes’’ (Smith and Kruse

2017), which can be generated by small-scale features of

Auckland Island’s topography. During the 2014 DEEPWAVE

campaign, Smith and Kruse (2017) found that roughness modes

(lx ; 8–40 km) contributed more than twice the momentum

flux of longer terrain modes (lx ; 200–400 km) measured by

in situ aircraft data over New Zealand. If roughness modes

were evaluated for the Auckland Island case, these modes could

quickly reach the MLT and contribute to the instability dynamics

seen in the AMTM at later times.

Gravity waves with short horizontal wavelengths are gen-

erally not included in global circulation models due to their

high resolution requirements and their limited influence

according to linear gravity wave theory. Linear theory for

stationary mountain waves predicts a cutoff wavelength of

lxcutoff 5 2pu/N * 30–50 km inside the polar night jet (PNJ)

(Schoeberl 1985). This cutoff suggests a widespread existence

of turning levels for mountain waves with lx & 30 km in the

winter hemisphere, as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, the mountain

wave response in the MLT depends on the horizontal wind

and temperature fields through which they propagate and

with which they often interact strongly (Bramberger et al.

2017; Kruse et al. 2016).

Many small, subantarctic islands are known to generate

orographic gravity waves at or below the cutoff wavelengths

predicted by linear theory. These sources produce enhanced

gravity wave variances up to 50 km altitudes in the winter

stratosphere, as seen in satellite measurements (Wu et al.

2006; Alexander et al. 2009; Alexander and Grimsdell 2013;

Hoffmann et al. 2016; Hindley et al. 2019) and confirmed by high

resolution numerical studies (Vosper 2015). The momentum flux

contribution of these subgrid-scale gravity waves has been found

to be climatologically significant from both small island oro-

graphic sources (Alexander and Grimsdell 2013; Plougonven

et al. 2017) and nonorographic sources that include convection,

frontogenesis, and spontaneous emission in rapidly evolving bar-

oclinic systems (Hendricks et al. 2014; Plougonven et al. 2015).

Roughness mode gravity waves have also been observed

propagating above the PNJ. Over a 3-yr study of gravity

wave characteristics in the Arctic winter mesosphere, Li

et al. (2020) observed numerous high-frequency (near-N),

small-scale (lx , 20 km) gravity waves propagating into

the wind at ;87 km over northern Canada. In the Southern

Hemisphere, the 2014 DEEPWAVE campaign revealed that a

broad variety of small-scale (lx ; 10–40 km) gravity waves can

reach the winter MLT (Pautet et al. 2019), where high-

frequency gravity wave responses transported the most mo-

mentum and eastward (upwind) gravity wave propagation

correlated with elevated tropospheric forcing below. Given

that small-scale gravity waves have been observed above the

PNJ in the winter MLT, and given that several orographic and

nonorographic sources have been shown to generate these

scales of mesospheric gravity wave responses, it is essential to

evaluate how tropospheric gravity wave modes at or below the

linear cutoff wavelength pass through the PNJ and determine

how these gravity wave modes contribute to instability pro-

cesses in the MLT region.

FIG. 1.Winter solstice climatology for (left) themagnitude of the zonal wind, taken from theHorizontalWindModel (Drob et al. 2015);

(center) the Brunt–Väisälä frequency, taken from the 2001 U.S. Naval Research Laboratory Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter

Radar Exosphere (NRLMSISE-00; Picone et al. 2002); and (right) the distribution of turning levels for stationary gravity waves of varying

zonal wavelengths lx.
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Here, we apply the three-dimensional nonhydrostatic, com-

pressible flow solver EULAG (Prusa et al. 2008) to investigate

the deep vertical propagation of mountain waves from the flow

acrossAuckland Island. Thefirst goal of this study is to elaborate

the role of wave tunneling through the PNJ for the Auckland

Island case. The strong impinging winds across the remote

localized topography together with the nearly zonally aligned

PNJ make this laboratory-like case an ideal scenario to study

both linear as well as nonlinear aspects of vertical mountain

wave propagation, as all other wave sources can be excluded.

This paper proposes tunneling through the PNJ as an enabler

of high-frequency gravity wave penetration into the MLT, dem-

onstrating this effect in a case study of the 2014 DEEPWAVE

observations over Auckland Island.

Observational evidence for wave tunneling for a fluid at rest

was presented by Sutherland and Yewchuck (2004). There,

wave tunneling occurred through a well-mixed layer of strongly

reduced Brunt–Väisälä frequency N0 sandwiched between two

wave regions of propagation with N . N0. Sutherland and

Yewchuck (2004) theoretical analysis of the laboratory ex-

periment revealed that wave packets incident from below be-

came evanescent in the uniformly stratified N0 layer and were

able to transmit wave energy upward, a process called wave

tunneling in analogy to quantum mechanics where free electrons

tunnel across a potential barrier. Tunneling through evanescent

regions associated with the tropopause jet was reported by

Eckermann et al. (2006a) for flow across Jan Mayen and

Eckermann et al. (2006b) for flow across Scandinavia. Nault and

Sutherland (2008) extended the theoretical analysis by Sutherland

and Yewchuck (2004) and computed the transmission of small-

amplitude internal gravity waves for an inviscid fluid having arbi-

trarily specified stratification and background velocity. They con-

firmed that internal waves could tunnel through an evanescent

region near the tropopause and radiate into the stratosphere.

The results of our study demonstrate how tunneling enables

quick propagation of small-scale gravity waves from a localized

topographic source of only 20 km extent through the PNJ, ra-

diating gravity waves deep into the mesosphere. These gravity

waves generate a wide region of gravity wave breaking and

instabilities resulting in peak GWD above the PNJ. The asso-

ciated momentum deposition is comparable to the largest

gravity wave momentum fluxes observed in the mesosphere.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we first outline

the numerical model as it is its first application to simulate a

realistic case of deep wave propagation. Section 3 presents the

numerical results. Concluding remarks are given in section 4.

2. Methodology

a. Numerical integrations

The nonlinear numerical simulations were conducted

with EULAG, the Eulerian/semi-Lagrangian fluid solver

(Smolarkiewicz and Margolin 1997; Prusa et al. 2008). Here,

the compressible Euler equations are integrated. The con-

servation laws for momentum, internal energy, and mass

complemented by the ideal gas law are written in the form

presented by Smolarkiewicz et al. (2014):

du

dt
52c

p
u=p0 2 g

u0

u
e

2 f3
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u

u
e

u
e
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R

d

p
0

ru

�Rd/cy

. (4)

Here, vector u denotes the flow velocity, u is the potential tem-

perature, r is the density, and p[ (p/p0)
Rd/cp denotes the Exner

function, with pressure p and the constant reference pressure p0.

The specific heat at constant volume is related to the specific heat

at constant pressure by cy 5 cp2 Rd, whereRd is the gas constant

for dry air. Absolute temperature is computed by T 5 up.

The magnitude of the gravitational acceleration is given by

g5 (0, 0,2g). The Coriolis parameter is given as f[ 2V, where

V denotes a constant angular velocity of the rotating reference

frame. The differential operators in Eqs. (1)–(3) are defined as

d/dt 5 ›/›t 1 u � =.
Equation (2) is written in perturbation form, i.e., u0 5 u2 ue;

see Smolarkiewicz et al. (2019). To facilitate the numerical

solution, these auxiliary ambient states, sometimes called en-

vironmental states (ue, ue), are assumed to be a known partic-

ular solution of the Eqs. (1) and (2). Generally, ambient states

can be time dependent, e.g., prescribing tidal motions (Warn-

Varnas et al. 2007). In this paper, only z-dependent profiles (ue,

ye, ue) are prescribed that automatically satisfy Eqs. (1) and (2).

The terms in Eqs. (1) and (2) involving a(x, t) and b(x, t)

represent forcings to attenuate the solution to the prescribed

environmental profiles ue and ue. The forcing term F5 (Fx, Fy,

0) in Eq. (1) denotes an additional acceleration to ramp up the

flow; see next section.

The Eqs. (1)–(4) were implemented in the established

soundproof model EULAG (Prusa et al. 2008) as outlined by

Smolarkiewicz et al. (2014). There, governing equations are

formulated in generalized time-dependent curvilinear coordi-

nates to enable mesh adaptivity (Prusa and Smolarkiewicz

2003; Wedi and Smolarkiewicz 2004; Kühnlein et al. 2012;

Smolarkiewicz and Charbonneau 2013) and continuousmappings

of Earth’s topography by using terrain-following coordinates

(Gal-Chen andSomerville 1975; Clark 1977).Here, only stationary

mesh adaptivity is used. In symbolic form, Eqs. (1)–(3) are

written for the specific variables c 5 (u, y, w, u0, 1) as

›G.c
›t

1= � (G.v)5G.R , (5)

where (u, y, w) are the Cartesian components of the velocity

vector, .(x, t) is the density in the coordinates (x, t) of the

generalized frame, and G(x, t) is the Jacobian of the transfor-

mation (Prusa and Smolarkiewicz 2003). As before, = � ��� de-
notes the scalar product of spatial derivatives with a vector, so

d/dt5 ›/›t1 v � =, where the velocity v5 _x is not necessarily the

physical velocity u. The function R comprises all forcings on the

right-hand sides of Eqs. (1)–(3). The special case of c 5 1 and

R5 0 leads to the generalized mass continuity equation.
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The numerical integration scheme is described in detail in

Smolarkiewicz et al. (2014). It is based on nonoscillatory

forward-in-time (NFT) differencing and can be summarized as

Cn11
i 5A

i
( ~Cn,Vn11/2,Gn,Gn11)1 0:5dtRn11

i , (6)

where the auxiliary field ~Cn [Cn 1 0:5dtRn is transported.

This difference to the advection of the specific variable C
results from a rigorous truncation error analysis (Smolarkiewicz

and Margolin 1997). The NFT scheme in (6) belongs to the

class of second-order-accurate two-time-level algorithms that

are built on nonlinear advection schemes (Smolarkiewicz and

Margolin 1998). These schemes have the property to sup-

press and control numerical oscillations that are often found

in higher-order linear schemes. Therefore, they can be used

to conduct inviscid numerical integration of the Euler Eqs.

(1)–(3) by means of the algorithm (6).

We present the results of two 3D EULAG simulations in

this analysis. Simulation 1 was run at a baseline resolution

with no wind ramp to evaluate the time evolution of the

event and the stratospheric propagation characteristics. The

results from simulation 1 are presented in sections 3a and 3b.

Simulation 2 doubled the baseline horizontal grid resolution

and employed a gradual wind ramp (see, e.g., Lund et al.

2020) to prevent acoustic artifacts of an instantaneous wind

initialization from influencing the instability characteriza-

tion and momentum deposition at high amplitudes. The

results of simulation 2 are presented in sections 3c and 3d.

Descriptions of the model domain and the initial and boundary

conditions are found below.

b. Model domain setup

Themodel domain extends 500 km in the streamwise (x) and

spanwise (y) directions, and the model top is at H 5 100 km

altitude. The irregularly spaced x–y–z coordinates of the

physical domain Dp are mapped onto regularly spaced gener-

alized coordinates (x, y, z) of the transformed domainDt using

the bijective transformation (Wedi and Smolarkiewicz 2004;

Kühnlein et al. 2012)

(x, y, z)5F (x, y, z):D
p
/D

t
. (7)

Here, the following transformations for the horizontal coor-

dinates have been used (Prusa and Gutowski 2006):

x(x)5 11 c
x
3 (s
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x1 s

x2
x5)2b

x
,

y(y)5 11 c
y
3 (s

y1
y1 s

y2
y5)2b

y
, (8)

where sx1 5 sx2 5 sy1 5 sy2 5 0.5, cx 5 2/gx, and cy 5 2/gy
by using

g
x
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x1
1 s

x2
3 (12D

x
)5 2 s

x2
(212D

x
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g
y
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y1
1 s

y2
3 (12D

y
)5 2 s

y2
(212D

y
)5 , (9)

and

b
x
5 [s

x1
3 (12D

x
)1 s

x2
3 (12D

x
)5]3 2/g

x
,

b
y
5 [s

y1
3 (12D

y
)1 s

y2
3 (12D

y
)5]3 2/g

y
, (10)

with Dx 5 0.015 and Dy 5 0.026 accounting for maximum

horizontal resolution at (x, y) 5 (260, 0) km. The generalized

coordinates (x, y) have to be normalized to the interval [21, 1]

before applying Eq. (8). The distribution of grid points for

simulations 1 and 2 is visualized in Fig. 2 (left panel).

For simulation 1, (n,m, l)5 (336, 336, 501) grid points are

used in the three coordinate directions resulting in spatial

resolutions of (Dx, Dy, Dz) 5 (1–6, 1–6, 0.2) km, respec-

tively. For simulation 2, (n, m, l) 5 (672, 672, 501) grid

points are used in the three coordinate directions resulting

in spatial resolutions of (Dx, Dy, Dz) 5 (0.5–3, 0.5–3, 0.2)

km, respectively. The time step dt of the numerical inte-

gration was 1.5 s.

For the vertical direction we use the nonorthogonal terrain-

following coordinate

z5H
z2 z

s
(x, y)

H2 z
s
(x, y)

, (11)

which assumes an irregular but at least twice differentiable

lower boundary zs(x, y). Here, the terrain height zs of

Auckland Island is taken from 250 m resolution ASTER1

topography, centered at (x, y) 5(2150, 225) km and sam-

pled on the irregular grid. Auckland Island is a small to-

pographic gravity wave source that is barely resolved in

global circulation models. Its maximum terrain elevation

reaches 650 m at (x, y) 5 (150, 250) km.

The terrain cross-sectional length of ;20–50 km indicates

the potential range of lx for terrain-forced gravity waves. The

corresponding intrinsic frequency vi ’ 2pue(z)/lx profiles for

these wavelengths indicate turning levels where vi’N and the

potential for evanescent gravity waves with lx # 20–30 km in

the PNJ, Fig. 2c.

c. Initial and boundary conditions

The initial and ambient profiles of wind and potential tem-

perature (ue, ye, ue) are taken from the NAVGEM reanalysis

(Eckermann et al. 2018). In particular, we use the 0600 UTC

profile from 14 July 2014 for the numerical simulations pre-

sented in this paper (Eckermann et al. 2016; Broutman et al.

2017). Figure 2b shows the respective vertical profiles for ue
and ye as well as for the buoyancy frequency N5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g› lnue/›z

p
.

There is southwesterly low-level forcing across Auckland

Island; a strong PNJ extending from z ; 40 to 70 km; and a

high-negative-shear region above approaching the zero hori-

zontal wind line at z’ 82 km, a total critical level for all linear

and stationary mountain waves (Teixeira 2014). As mentioned

by Broutman et al. (2017), the directional shear is rather weak

for this 0600UTC sounding: the wind directionaH is toward the

southeast, with aH between about 2158 and 2358. The largest

wind rotation rate is DaH ffi 24.58 km21 near z 5 66km.

1Digital elevation data have been downloaded from https://

asterweb.jpl.nasa.gov/gdem.asp. ASTER Global Digital Elevation

Map (GDEM) is a product of Ministry of Economy, Trade, and

Industry (METI) and NASA.
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To suppress spurious acoustic modes at high altitudes and

the reflection of gravity waves, wave absorbers are used in the

horizontal and vertical directions. In the horizontal directions,

the absorber time scales a and b are implemented as spatial

and time-dependent functions. In the vertical direction, we

apply a method proposed by Prusa et al. (1996) where the

sponge mimics the increasing effect of molecular viscosity

with height.

In simulation 2, we additionally apply a gradual ramp up

of the horizontal wind in the lowest 30 km of the model. The

respective initial profiles (ue0, ye0) are plotted with dashed

lines in Fig. 2b. A series of 2D precursor simulations led to

the following sequence minimizing acoustic modes in the

mesosphere:

1) simulation of 1200 s with steady (ue0, ye0) profiles and

horizontal sponges temporarily extended to cover the full

domain in order to absorb the acoustic gravity wave re-

sponse from initialization,

2) 1200 s recession of the horizontal sponges to 60 km distance

from the outer perimeter of the domain, and

3) start of the wind ramp-up at ta5 1800 s until tb5 7200 s from

the initial to the final ambient wind profiles according to

u
e
5u

e0
1 (u

e
2u

e0
) j(§) and

y
e
5 y

e0
1 (y

e
2 y

e0
) j(§) , (12)

where j(§)[min[1, §3(12 15§1 6§2)] and §5 (t2 ta)/(tb2 ta).

The specific forces Fx and Fy used in Eq. (1) are the temporal

derivatives of Eq. (12).

Because the wind ramp in simulation 2 creates a time

delay in the gravity wave evolution, simulation 1 is used for

temporal analyses of gravity wave mode propagation times

and for comparisons with similar results from Eckermann

et al. (2016).

d. Wave analysis

To allow for gravity wave intrinsic characteristics to vary

locally over the horizontal domain, background fields are cal-

culated from the discrete solutions Cn
i 5 (un

i , u
n
i , p

n
i , T

n
i ) by

averaging over the local streamwise horizontal wavelength lx
at all points in space and time. Perturbations associated with

gravity waves are then given by

C00 5C2 hCi
lx
, (13)

where h i indicates streamwise averaging. The quantity lx
varies locally and is calculated from w using the horizontal

wavelet analysis method of Chen and Chu (2017), a modifica-

tion of the Torrence and Compo (1998) wavelet analysis

method that corrects for amplitude biases in smaller lx. The

horizontal wavelet analysis returns the spectral amplitudes of

each horizontal wavenumber for all discrete points in the do-

main, from which lx is defined as the spatial scale with the

highest spectral power at each point. Horizontal and vertical

energy fluxes are determined by

EF
x
5 hu00p00i

lx
and EF

z
5 hw00p00i

lx
, (14)

and the zonal momentum flux is determined by

MF
x
5 rhu00w00i

lx
(15)

The intrinsic frequency of the mountain waves vi in the com-

putational domain is approximated by vi 5k(c2 huilx) for

streamwise cross sections, using the zonal wavenumber k5 2p/lx

FIG. 2. (a) Horizontal distribution of grid points in the computational domain. The red shaded region marks the outline of Auckland

Island. (b) Vertical profiles of the ambient profiles ue and ye (solid lines). The dashed lines mark the respective initial profiles at t5 0; see

text. (c) Brunt–Väisälä frequency N and intrinsic frequency vi for selected values lx of stationary mountain waves.
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from the horizontal wavelet analysis at all grid points in space and

time. The horizontal phase speed c is determined by a wavelet

analysis of Hovmöller z–t profiles of vertical velocity w spaced

evenly through the domain, giving kc in units of cycles per second.

c is then determined using local lx values. The resulting distri-

bution of vi values is then compared with the background N as

defined above to identify evanescent regions; see section 3.

3. Numerical results

The purpose of the numerical analysis is to demonstrate how

tunneling enables small-scale, high-frequency gravity waves to

penetrate the PNJ and propagate to the mesopause. We first

present the mesospheric gravity wave response in the AMTM

from Pautet et al. (2016) and the corresponding characteristics

of the simulated gravity wave packet. We then diagnose the

stratospheric flow field that enabled deep propagation of the

high-frequency orographic gravity wave, showing how tun-

neling produced additional high-frequency modes that rapidly

accumulated amplitude leeward of the hydrostatic modes over

the island. The instability evolution reveals a characteristic

vorticity morphology driving gravity wave breaking: large

streamwise–vertical ‘‘mesospheric rolls,’’ which form on al-

ternating gravity wave phases in the shear above the PNJ and

descend with time. As the flow becomes more turbulent, ap-

parent horizontal vortex rings reduce the coherence of the

streamwise rolls and extend the instability region downward.

The resulting momentum deposition produces a deep region of

enhanced GWD that extends several hundred kilometers be-

yond the island.

a. General gravity wave characteristics and observational
confirmation

Figure 3 presents the AMTM observations around

0700 UTC 14 July 2014 and the numerical results of simulation

1 at an elapsed time of t5 90min. The AMTM observations of

Pautet et al. (2016) (left panel) show a sustained gravity wave

response over Auckland Island in the retrieved OH brightness

at z’ 83.56 0.5 km with full width at half maximum (FWHM)

’7.5 km. A progression of up to five wavelengths is visible,

with one longer wavelength of weaker brightness intensity di-

rectly over the topography and up to four shorter wavelengths

with higher brightness intensity extending roughly 200 km

eastward.

Simulated temperature perturbations at z 5 78 km (right

panel) capture the dominant gravity wave characteristics ob-

served by the AMTM, with peak T00 amplitudes of 610K and

lx ’ 40 km immediately in the lee of the topography and a

slightly asymmetric response caused by the southwesterly

forcing conditions at the ground. As in Eckermann et al. (2016)

and Broutman et al. (2017), the simulation altitude of z 5
78 km is used to indicate peak T00 amplitudes for the 0600 UTC

NAVGEM wind profiles, which occur ’5 km higher in the

AMTM because of the higher critical level in the NAVGEM

profiles from 0400 to 0500UTC (not shown). Successive gravity

wave phases extend ’ 200 km downwind and exhibit smaller lx
and reduced spanwise extents farther downstream. The hori-

zontal geometric spreading and small lx indicate predominantly

nonhydrostatic propagation characteristics (Keller 1994) for this

extended leeward response (Broutman et al. 2017). The largerT00

amplitudes of the downwind modes further distinguish these

nonhydrostatic modes in both the OH brightness response and

the numerical simulations.

The time evolution of the vertical velocity (w) field in Fig. 4

shows the 3D distribution of the gravity wave as the event

evolves, revealing the influence of high-frequency gravity wave

modes that quickly reach the MLT and promote instability

evolution. The gravity waves extend directly fromAuckland

Island to z ’ 80 km, indicating continuous propagation

through the PNJ up to the mesopause where they were ob-

served. Cross sections taken at peak amplitude locations

(right column) show the center of the gravity wave packet

shifting north of the island from y’225 km at t5 30 min to

y ’ 10 km at later times, suggesting this location for ana-

lyzing the gravity wave field in the stratosphere where its

orientation aligns with the PNJ. The fastest propagating

FIG. 3. Overview of simulations and observations of the event. (left) Initial AMTMobservation ofOHbrightness

over Auckland Island at z ’ 83.5 km [adapted from Pautet et al. (2016) using data provided by P. Dominique

Pautet] and (right) simulated temperature perturbations at z 5 78 km.
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modes reach the MLT in approximately 30 min (top row),

generating an initial response about 50–100 km east of

Auckland Island. After 90 min (middle row), the MLT re-

sponse matches the characteristics observed in the AMTM,

including both 1) the weaker hydrostatic response directly

above the topography, which propagates more slowly; and

2) the nonhydrostatic lee waves, which propagate a longer

lateral distance to reach the MLT farther downstream.

Initial instability structures occur after 120 min (bottom

row), eroding the coherence of two consecutive w phases in

the highest amplitude region of the MLT response. These

times are notably faster than the 90–240min propagation

times reported by Broutman et al. (2017), suggesting that

these quickly propagating modes may be a tunneling gravity

wave response. To diagnose tunneling modes, the next

section examines the stratospheric gravity wave character-

istics at the packet center and evaluates how the mountain

waves propagate through the PNJ.

b. Stratospheric propagation characteristics

The stratospheric gravity wave characteristics exhibit

local amplitude and phase variations throughout the domain,

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the simulated 3D vertical velocity (w) field shown at elapsed times of (top) 30, (middle)

90, and (bottom) 120min. The 3D gravity wave phase structure is presented as both (left) a series of w isosurfaces,

plotted on a logarithmic scale with increasing opacity for higher values; and (right) intersecting vertical slices

through the domain at (x, y) 5 (2130, 225) km for t 5 30min and (x, y) 5 (290, 10) km for t 5 90 and 120min.
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indicating where and how gravity wave tunneling enables

penetration through the PNJ. Local propagation charac-

teristics are diagnosed through a sequence of metrics: 1)

momentum and energy fluxes identify where the gravity wave

undergoes vertical propagation, reflection, and ducting; 2) the

lx distribution shows how the gravity wave spectra vary in al-

titude and streamwise distance; and 3) vi/N excursions show

the locations and magnitudes of evanescent regions. Together,

these diagnostics reveal that tunneling gravity wave modes

account for the dominant gravity wave response observed

above the stratopause.

Figure 5 presents streamwise–vertical cross sections of the

momentum and normalized energy fluxes [calculated from

Eqs. (14) and (15)] and the associated gravity wave phase

structure at y 5 10 km. The vector quantity EF [ (EFx, EFz)

points perpendicular to the gravity wave phase lines (right

panel), which are plotted on a logarithmic color scale to show

the full spatial extent of the packet over a broader amplitude

range. MFx indicates where the gravity wave propagates up-

ward (negative MFx) and downward (positive MFx), while EF

shows the direction of gravity wave energy transport at each

location in the domain. EFx points upwind (left) over the entire

cross section and marks the full domain as a mountain wave

response. MFx (left panel) indicates the main gravity wave

response propagates upward fromAuckland Island, exhibiting a

large negativeMFx tower (seeKruse and Smith 2015) above and

in the lee of the island up to z’ 82 km. The negativeMFx tower

spreads downstream with altitude as nonhydrostatic modes ex-

tend leeward of the stationary hydrostatic response. In this re-

gion of upward propagation, the gravity wave tilt is relatively

shallow up to z’ 25km, steepening to near-vertical phase lines

from z ; 30–60 km and flattening again as the mountain waves

approach the total critical level at z ’ 82km. Further down-

stream, positive MFx indicates net downward propagation of

modes below z ’ 50km that are most likely reflected from the

PNJ wind maximum at z ’ 60km. In this region, the gravity

wave phase tilt below z ’ 50km changes from leftward to

rightward with a horizontal inflection point near x ’ 2100 km,

showing indications of partial and complete reflection in the

region below z’ 30 km from2125# x#2100 km and275#

x # 0 km, respectively.

The area of net-zero MFx and EFz within the gravity wave

amplitude envelope further identifies a region of compensating

upward and downward fluxes where the gravity wave does not

exhibit net vertical energy or momentum transport. Leeward

of x ’ 275 km, there is a gap between the dominant positive

and negative MFx regions, which extends downward below the

PNJ maximum with downstream distance. In this region, ver-

tical phase lines extend laterally from 275 # x # 100 km, and

the leftward-pointing EF arrows indicate a gravity wave re-

sponse that only transports net energy horizontally. The pres-

ence of vertical phase lines where no net vertical energy

transport occurs suggests a large evanescent region, which can

be diagnosed by examining the gravity wave frequency

distribution.

The propagation regime of the mountain waves is diagnosed

by Fig. 6, showing the gravity wave lx spectra (left) and the

resulting distribution of vi/N over the gravity wave packet

(right). Streamwise–vertical lx variations determine the local

distribution of vi, showing how intrinsic gravity wave proper-

ties vary through the domain. The lx power spectral density

(PSD) in Fig. 6 (right) is summed over the streamwise cross

section at all altitudes, with vertical profiles of the dominant lx
taken from the indicated locations directly in the lee of

Auckland Island. The gravity wave response at x 5 x1 has a

dominant lx of;25–30 kmup to z’ 25 km. The relatively wide

PSD envelope of lx ; 20–40 km and apparent beat pattern

show potential reflection of some gravity modes, visible lee-

ward of x 5 x1, but the dominant topographic response in the

profiles has lx # 30 km. Above this region, lx increases

through the stratospheric jet, reaching maximum values of

approximately 30–40 km near z ; 70–80 km where these

scales were observed by AMTM and lidar measurements.

Stratospheric profiles also show decreasing lx from x’ x1 to

FIG. 5. Streamwise–vertical cross sections of (left) the zonal momentum flux MFx and (right) the normalized

vector quantity EF overlaid on the gravity wave u00/huilx perturbations at y 5 10 km. Negative (positive) MFx

indicates upward (downward) gravity wave propagation. Auckland Island’s topography is magnified by a factor

of 5.
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x4, where nonhydrostatic propagation produces an ex-

tended leeward gravity wave response.

The vi/N distribution confirms that the highest amplitude

gravity wave modes reach MLT by tunneling through the PNJ

and explains why the leeward gravity wave response is re-

flected. Figure 6 (right) displays the same u00/huilx distribution
as in Fig. 5 on a linear scale to emphasize the amplitude de-

crease in evanescent layers, overlaid by vi/N contours that

indicate the locations and magnitudes of evanescent regions.

Upward propagating mountain waves indicated by MFx tunnel

through two evanescent regions from z ; 30–40 km and z ;
50–60 km. Gravity wave amplitudes precisely follow vi/N

contours, with u00/huilx decreasing in both evanescent regions

and increasing again above the PNJ. While the gravity wave

modes directly above the topography exhibit larger lx and do

not propagate through an evanescent region, the tunneling

modes transport moremomentum/energy and produce notably

higher amplitudes from x1 to x4 in theMLT. The attenuation in

both evanescent levels delays the saturation of these tunneling

gravity wave modes to higher altitudes, enabling the mountain

waves to penetrate the PNJ and to reach z ’ 78 km without

becoming convectively unstable. Moving leeward from x ’ x1
to x4, decreasing lx increases the depth of the top evanescent

region, reflecting the gravity wave below 50 km as seen in the

phase tilt and indicated byMFx and EFz in Fig. 5. Leeward of x

’ x4, the two evanescent regions combine and increase in

amplitude, accounting for the nontunneling gravity wave re-

sponse with no MFx or EFz indicated by Fig. 5. The strato-

spheric propagation characteristics thus reveal vi/N as the

ultimate arbiter of gravity waves penetrating the PNJ, enabling

tunneling modes to produce the dominant high altitude re-

sponse that leads to rapid instability evolution in the MLT.

c. Evolution of instabilities and gravity wave breaking

The horizontal fields in Fig. 7 indicate gravity wave breaking

leeward of the island as initially 2D, spanwise-uniform insta-

bilities that develop apparent 3D vortex rings, which expand

the breaking region over time. TheAMTMOHbrightness (left

panels) is shown for aircraft overpasses beginning at 1015 (top)

and 1105 UTC (bottom) 14 July 2014. The AMTM response is

approximated in the manner of Fritts et al. (2014), treating

u as a passive tracer (Chandran et al. 2012) and applying a

Gaussian brightness profile

B(z)5B
0
exp[2(z2 z

layer
)
2
/2s2

z] (16)

as a vertically weighted average of the simulation data.

Here zlayer is the peak brightness altitude, and sz is the

standard deviation of the layer, set such that the FWHM

depth zFWHM 5 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 ln2

p
sz corresponds to the desired layer

depth. The simulation 2 results are shown at time t 5 3 h 45

min and t 5 4h 45 min for the brightness-weighted u (center

panels) and w (right panels) fields: u fields are shown with

(zlayer, zFWHM) 5 (78, 7) km to match the vertical sensitivity

of the AMTM, while w fields are shown with a narrower

zFWHM5 2 km and zlayer5 (76, 74) km to emphasize shallower

vortical structures as they descend.

The top row of Fig. 7 shows the initial 2D instability response

forming in the lee of the island. The OH brightness at

1015 UTC features thin, bright temperature enhancements

aligned with and occurring within the brightest (warm) gravity

wave phases. The third warm phase east of the island contains

two such enhancements in both the OH brightness and the

brightness-weighted u field at t 5 3 h 45min. The streamwise

alignment and periodicity of these features are consistent

with Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities observed from below in

airglow and polar mesospheric cloud (PMC) images (see, e.g.,

Baumgarten and Fritts 2014; Fritts et al. 2017, 2019b), and the

brightness-weighted w field further reveals these two suc-

cessive features to have upward and downward motion in-

dicative of overturning. The adjacent gravity wave w phases

exhibit steepened, ‘‘sawtooth’’ amplitude distributions like

those observed by Fritts et al. (2019a), which confirm this region

as the source of GW breaking. Together these fields suggest a

FIG. 6. (left) Gravitywave lx spectra from thewavelet analysis for the whole domain, with profiles drawn at the four

locations indicated in the right panel, and (right) streamwise–vertical cross section of u00/huilx with the corresponding

vi/N contours drawn to indicate evanescent regions. Auckland Island’s topography is magnified by a factor of 5.
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predominantly 2D, spanwise-uniform initial instability driving

local gravity wave breaking, which then expands and develops 3D

characteristics over time.

The bottom row of Fig. 7 shows the evolution of these fields

after 1 h; all three panels indicate that 3D structures consistent

with vortex rings evolve from the initial 2D instability and

break up the coherence of the original 2D structures. The OH

brightness at 1105UTC shows reduced gravity wave coherence

and weaker amplitudes where instabilities have dissipated the

gravity wave phases. Finescale structures in the AMTM now

FIG. 7. As in Figs. 3 and 4, but for the instability evolution in the gravity wave u and w fields, shown for both (left) the observations

[adapted from Pautet et al. (2016) using data provided by P. Dominique Pautet] and the simulation data at (center) the approximate time

of the initial instabilities and (right) 1 h later. The brightness-weighted temperature field is calculated using a Br(z) profile with zFWHM 5
7 km and zlayer 5 78 km, while the brightness-weighted w fields have zFWHM 5 2 km and zlayer 5 (76,74) km for t 5 3 h 45min and 4 h

45min, respectively.
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comprise circular rings of enhanced brightness surrounding

darker regions that are most pronounced to the northwest of the

island. Similar features occur prominently in the brightness-

weighted u fields stemming from the location of the initial 2D

instability at t 5 4h 45min. The brightness-weighted w field

suggests that these features denote vortex rings, which commonly

arise in convective GWbreaking events seen in airglow and PMC

images (Miller et al. 2015; Fritts et al. 2017; Hecht et al. 2018;

Geach et al. 2020) and idealized simulations (Fritts et al. 2009a,b,

2017, 2021). Rings of upward (red) motion surrounding cir-

cles of downward (blue) motion diagnose plunging vortex

rings that extend the instability region downward. Northward

from the main breaking region, coherent spanwise-uniform

features expand laterally along the gravity wave phases as the

amplitude increases to promote breaking farther from the

center of the packet.

Figure 8 shows how the initial 2D instability forms under-

lying the horizontal structures, with streamwise–vertical plots

at y 5 10 km for t 5 3 h 15min, 3 h 25min, and 3 h 35min

leading up to the initial simulation time in the horizontal cross

sections presented in Fig. 7. T00 is plotted in the left panels,

accompanied by the spanwise vorticity component zy 5 ›u/

›z2 ›w/›x in the left-center panels and the baroclinic vorticity

source term (›zy/›t)baro 5 2(g/ue)(›u
00/›x) in the right-center

panels. At early times, flowmotions occur predominantly in the

streamwise–vertical plane where zy is the sole vorticity compo-

nent. Positive (negative) zy indicates clockwise (counterclock-

wise) streamwise–vertical rotational tendencies. Baroclinic

sources and sinks are the dominant zy source termwhile the flow

is primarily 2D and spanwise stretching/tilting, compressibility

effects, and dissipation are weak. Vertical profiles of the con-

vective instability criterion

a5

�����
u00

hui
lx

����� (17)

and the Richardson number

Ri5
N2�
›u

›z

�2
(18)

are plotted in the right panels of Fig. 8 for streamwise locations

indicated in the adjacent plots with dashed vertical lines. These

profiles identify where the static (a . 1) and dynamic (Ri ,
0.25) instability criteria are satisfied and provide a qualitative

approximation of the initial instability character. These five

fields together diagnose how the tunneling gravity waves gen-

erate instabilities above the jet that produce the spanwise

features seen in the horizontal cross sections.

Adjacent T00 and zy fields match almost exactly at all times,

indicating that baroclinic sources from the horizontal T00 gra-
dients dominate the initial vorticity evolution. The ambient

negative shear above the jet maximum (z ; 70–90 km)

weakens positive zy phases and amplifies negative zy phases

produced by the GW. From t 5 3 h 15min to 3 h 25min, these

negative zy sheets thin and intensify along warm T00 phases,
which exhibit enhanced amplitudes where negative zy maxima

FIG. 8. Streamwise–vertical cross sections of (left) T00, (left center) zy, and (right center) (›zy/›t)baro, accompanied by (right) vertical

profiles of Ri and a at (top) t 5 3 h 15min, (middle) t 5 3 h 25min, and (bottom) t 5 3 h 35min.
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occur. Pairs of opposite-sign (›zy/›t)baro sheets surround the

intensified zy structures at t 5 3h 25min and 3 h 35min and

drive the development of overturning.

Initial instabilities manifest as counterclockwise rotating

vortices on warm gravity wave phases with the strongest neg-

ative zy. At t5 3 h 25min, critical Ri is achieved in the warmT00

phases immediately above T00 maxima (z ; 78–79 km) where

›T/›z becomes negative and a is increasing, satisfying both

shear (0 , Ri , 0.25) and convective (Ri , 0) Ri instability

criteria. a 5 1 occurs slightly higher at the interface between

positive and negative T00 (z ; 79–80 km) coinciding with the

local negative u00 maximum. The central vortex corresponds to

the initial spanwise feature seen in the horizontal cross

sections at t 5 3 h 45min, with additional vortices forming on

adjacent warm T00 phases that follow similar evolutions with

short time delays. Primary streamwise–vertical vortices have

gargantuan horizontal scales of lx ’ 40 km, which stem from

the local gravity wave lx. The instability structure bears re-

markable similarity to mountain wave breaking events simu-

lated by Heale et al. (2017) and Fritts et al. (2021), where

gravity wave–scale, counterclockwise-rotating vortices form in

the negative shear above the SouthernHemisphere PNJ.Heale

et al. (2017) also found vortices satisfying both convective and

dynamic instability criteria, and analyses by Fritts et al. (2021)

confirmed, as we do, that these streamwise instability struc-

tures lead to horizontal structures consistent with vortex rings

at later times.

We define this unique instability morphology as ‘‘meso-

spheric rolls.’’ Figure 9 shows the four dominant characteristics

of this morphology: 1) counterclockwise rotating, gravity

wave–scale vortices 2) occurring on alternating warm gravity

wave phases 3) in the strong negative shear above the PNJ, 4)

which expand and descend over time. The onset of these me-

sospheric rolls is triggered by the superposition of vorticity

sources when a high-amplitude gravity wave propagates

through a region of strong negative shear. When a high-

frequency gravity wave tunnels through the PNJ, wave atten-

uation in the evanescent layer delays gravity wave saturation to

higher altitudes, thus producing the enhanced gravity wave

response needed in the negative shear above the jet maximum.

Because the necessary conditions for this instability can be

produced anywhere the PNJ occurs, mesospheric rolls can be

viewed as a representative instability evolution for this and

other high-frequency gravity waves driven to breaking in the

negative shear above the PNJ.

Figure 10 shows how the horizontal and vertical instability

features expand the breaking region and influence the gravity

wave evolution. Streamwise–vertical cross sections (left, y 5
10 km) and horizontal cross sections (center, z5 78 km) of the

vorticity magnitude, jzj5 j=3 uj, are shown together with 3D

w plots (right) at elapsed times of t5 3 h 45min and 4 h 45min

matching those in Fig. 7. As in Fig. 7, horizontal jzj cross
sections employ vertical brightness-weighting with (zlayer,

zFWHM)5(76, 2) km to emphasize descending vertical structures.

In the streamwise–vertical jzj fields (left), mesospheric rolls

descend to lower altitudes as secondary streamwise instabilities

engulf the entire breaking region. Spanwise jzj sheets seen in

the horizontal panels (center) develop apparent horseshoe

vortices and vortex rings that progress to smaller spatial scales

and lead to turbulent dissipation. The vertical plunging motion

of these structures accompanies the downward motion of the

mesospheric rolls and extends the breaking region to a depth of

nearly 10 km. Three-dimensional w plots (right) contextualize

the vorticity features within the broader evolution of the

gravity wave packet. The gravity wave breaking region

broadens along positive w phases in the spanwise direction

and to additional leeward positive phases in the streamwise

direction as amplitudes farther from the instability region

FIG. 9. Schematic of the dominant characteristics of mesospheric rolls. The four defining features are shown in the

zy, T
00, and U fields and identified with text labels.
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become convectively unstable. Within 1 h of the initial in-

stability formation, the breaking region extends horizon-

tally over a’2003 200 km2 region that encompasses nearly

the full volume of the initial gravity wave packet from Fig. 3.

The large extent of the breaking region together with the

high amplitudes of the gravity wave packet yield high mo-

mentum fluxes and a broad region of enhanced GWD above

the PNJ.

d. Momentum deposition

The peak momentum flux per unit mass hu00w00ilx and

GWD52›hu00w00ilx/›z resulting from this event produce an

expansive region of decelerated flow above the PNJ. Figure 11

shows the peak hu00w00ilx andGWDprofiles time-averaged over

the instability evolution, with shaded regions indicating the

standard deviation and the predicted profiles from Eckermann

et al. (2016) shown in black. GWD occurs at a lower altitude

and over a much larger vertical extent than estimated by

Eckermann et al. (2016) using linear saturation theory, with

peak deceleration altitudes corresponding to the descended

streamwise vortices seen in Fig. 8. The time-averaged profiles

indicate sustained hu00w00ilx in excess of 2400m2 s2 and GWD

greater than 2800m s21 h21 during gravity wave breaking.

These extreme amplitudes are comparable to the MLT gravity

wave breaking event documented by Fritts et al. (2018) for a

DEEPWAVE research flight over the Southern Island of New

Zealand. There, they estimated sustained momentum fluxes

of 2600m2 s22 as ‘‘among the largest sustained momentum

fluxes observed in the mesosphere.’’

4. Summary and conclusions

Three-dimensional nonlinear numerical simulations were

conducted to investigate the vertical and horizontal propaga-

tion of internal gravity waves excited by the flow across

Auckland Island up to the mesosphere. The numerical simu-

lations reproduced the observed wave pattern in the OH air-

glow layer and attained corresponding horizontal wavelengths

and temperature amplitudes. The inclusion of tunneling modes

and full instability characterization augment previous findings

for this event with several important takeaways, emphasizing

that tunneling of nonhydrostatic mountain waves through an

evanescent layer at the PNJ is the dominant process that en-

ables quick penetration into the MLT. Crucially, tunneling

gravity wave modes accelerate amplitude accrual above the

PNJ and generate larger instabilities and a deeper gravity wave

breaking region than estimated by Eckermann et al. (2016) and

Pautet et al. (2016).

The three-dimensional numerical simulations revealed huge

overturning vortices in the negative shear above the PNJ that

FIG. 10. (left) Streamwise–vertical (y5 10 km) and (center) streamwise–horizontal (zlayer 5 76 km, zFWHM 5 2 km) cross sections of the

vorticity magnitude jzj and (right) 3D w fields shown at elapsed times of t 5 3 h 45min and 4 h 45min matching those in Fig. 7.
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propagated downward along the warm phases of the mountain

waves. The vortical evolution of these ‘‘mesospheric rolls’’

represents a new class of instability morphology, following a

characteristic sequence of events that defines the expected

behavior for high-frequency gravity waves breaking above the

PNJ. The resulting momentum deposition and GWD attain

huge values comparable to the values reported by Fritts et al.

(2019a) and Taylor et al. (2019) and agree quantitatively with

the estimates by Pautet et al. (2016) and Eckermann et al.

(2006a). Because the Auckland Island case produces such

large, sustained momentum fluxes from a ‘‘roughness mode’’-

scale topography source, there is a high likelihood that other

small-scale sources in the Southern Hemisphere could excite a

similarly large response in the MLT.

Gravity wave tunneling enables small-scale tropospheric

sources to have a significant impact on the MLT, contributing

to faster gravity wave propagation that leads to amplitude ac-

crual above the PNJ and rapid instability evolution, which

produces large regions of GWD. The long duration and ex-

tended latitude coverage of the PNJ suggest broad applicability

of the propagation dynamics in this study to subantarctic is-

lands and other small-scale, midlatitude gravity wave sources

in the Southern Hemisphere. These subgrid-scale gravity wave

modes have the potential to produce significant accumulated

GWD in the Southern Hemisphere winter MLT. The contin-

ued absence of this MLTGWD source in global and mesoscale

climate modeling suggests that addressing gravity wave tun-

neling dynamics is a viable approach to improve the accuracy

of climate modeling in the Southern Hemisphere.
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